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Origin of reentrant relaxor formation in ferroelectric solid solutions
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Nanoscale compositional heterogeneity created by doping in ferroelectric systems leads to the formation of
conventional relaxors in most cases, but reentrant relaxors in some unusual cases. It has remained a long-standing
puzzle why reentrant relaxors rather than conventional relaxors form in these unusual cases. In this study, we use
a binary ferroelectric system having a solid solution of a ferroelectric with cubic (C) to tetragonal (T) transition at
one end and a ferroelectric with C to rhombohedral (R) transition at the other end, with nanoscale compositional
heterogeneities, to reveal the origin of the reentrant relaxor transition. Our phase field simulations based on
Landau theory demonstrate that the reentrant relaxor transitions in such a system are manifested by the formation
of R nanodomains in the T microdomains upon cooling at compositions near the T/R phase boundary, which
is accompanied by frequency-dependent permittivity peaks below TC. We found that the difference in phase
transition sequence at different local compositions near the T/R phase boundary created by point defect doping
is essential for the formation of reentrant relaxors. This work unravels the general conditions for the formation
of reentrant relaxors and may shed light on the origin of other reentrant ferroic glasses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Point defects can disrupt the long-range order in domain
structures of ferroic (ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, and ferroe-
lastic) materials and produce two distinct types of “glassy”
state, i.e., conventional ferroic glass (CFG) (such as relaxor,
spin glass, and strain glass) and reentrant ferroic glass (RFG)
(such as reentrant relaxor, reentrant strain glass, and reen-
trant spin glass) [1,2]. Both CFG and RFG have attracted
much attention during the past 50 years because they not
only show intriguing complex physics [3,4] but also exhibit
many fascinating properties that rarely exist in their long
range ordered ferroic domain structural states, such as the
ultrahigh piezoelectric d33 coefficient of relaxors [5], su-
perelastic behavior over a wide temperature range in strain
glasses [6], high energy density of reentrant relaxors [7], large
exchange bias effect in reentrant spin glasses [8], etc. The
difference between CFG and RFG is that upon cooling the
former directly develops from the disordered parent phase
(paraelectric, paramagnetic, or austenite) while the latter de-
velops from a high-temperature ferroic phase (ferroelectric,
ferromagnetic, or martensitic) with long range ordered do-
main structures, i.e., reenters from a long range ordered ferroic
state into a glassy ferroic state. To form CFG as well as
RFG, it is essential to dope a sufficient amount of impurities
into normal ferroelectrics; these impurities inevitably lead
to nanoscale compositional heterogeneities because of their
random spatial distribution. Normally, the nanoscale com-
positional heterogeneities could result in variation in local
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ferroic phase transition temperatures [local transition tem-
perature effect (LTTE)] and/or local strain/electric/magnetic
fields [local field effect (LFE)], which disrupt the formation
of long range ordered ferroic domains and lead to the for-
mation of nanoscale ferroic domains, i.e., a ferroic glassy
state, in CFG [9–13]. However, at some unusual cases, RFG
rather than CFG forms in doped ferroic systems and the
above-mentioned LTTE and LFE induced by the nanoscale
compositional heterogeneity seem insufficient to explain why
a short range ordered glassy state forms from a long range
ordered ferroelectric state upon cooling in RFG. Thus, there
must be something else that plays an important role in the
formation of RFG as compared to CFG. Despite intensive
research on RFGs over the past 50 years [14–20], however,
it is still unclear what other conditions have to be met in order
to form RFG.

In this study we hypothesize that reentrant relaxors appear
at interferroelectric phase boundaries with local composi-
tional heterogeneities. The local compositional heterogeneity
then not only could produce the LTTE and LFE mentioned
above, but could also generate a unique local effect, i.e.,
the local transition sequence effect (LTSE). Therefore, at in-
terferroelectric phase boundaries, upon cooling, some local
compositions would further undergo interferroelectric phase
transition after the paraelectric-ferroelectric transition occur-
ring for all local compositions, leading to the formation of
reentrant relaxors. To test this hypothesis, we consider a
perovskite-structured binary ferroelectric system containing
an interferroelectric tetragonal (T)/rhombohedral (R) phase
boundary; i.e., the two ends of the system have paraelectric
cubic (C) to ferroelectric T and paraelectric C to ferroelec-
tric R transitions, respectively, at their Curie temperatures,
and at the intermediate compositions C to T to R transition
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occurs. We formulate a phase field model to account for the
local compositional heterogeneity associated with randomly
distributed substitutional ions, which can produce variations
in local phase transition temperature and sequence (i.e., C to T,
C to R, or C to T to R), as well as in the local electric field. By
carrying out systematic phase field simulations, we establish
a phase diagram containing normal ferroelectric, reentrant
relaxor, and conventional relaxor. The simulations also repro-
duced all the unique characteristics of reentrant relaxors found
in experiments, i.e., the formation of glassy nanodomains
in long range ordered ferroelectric microdomains, and the
frequency-dispersive dielectric-permittivity peaks followed
by the frequency-independent peaks at Curie temperature
upon cooling. We found that reentrant relaxors form at the in-
terferroelectric T/R phase boundary because at this boundary
the local composition variation would lead to T to R transition
at only some local compositions upon further cooling after
the C to T ferroelectric transition at all local compositions has
completed at a higher temperature, leading to the formation
of R nanodomains inside T microdomains. In other words,
the LTSE associated with the interferroelectric T/R phase
boundary and local composition heterogeneity, i.e., C to T
transition at some local compositions but C to T to R transition
at some other local compositions upon cooling, play indis-
pensable roles in the formation of reentrant relaxors. Thus,
this work unravels the origin of the formation of reentrant
relaxors and may shed light on the origin of other RFGs such
as reentrant spin glass as well. The ferroelectric state phase
diagram established may guide the design of RFGs.

II. PHASE FIELD MODEL

The model perovskite-structured ferroelectric system con-
sidered in this study is a ferroelectric with a cubic (C, Pm3̄m)
to tetragonal (T, P4mm) transition substituted by a ferro-
electric with cubic (C, Pm3̄m) to rhombohedral (R, R3m)
transition. At intermediate compositions of the system, C-T-R
transition occurs. The doped substitutional ions having an
average concentration of c̄ are assumed randomly distributed
in the system and, thus, the local ion concentration fluctuates
around c̄ with a Gaussian distribution, as illustrated in the Sup-
plemental Material [21] (see also Refs. [22,23] therein).The
local compositional heterogeneity would result in three local
effects (LTTE, LTSE, and LFE), in which the former two
are due to the compositional dependency of phase transition
temperature and sequence while the latter one is caused by
the charge imbalance of substitutional ions with host ions.
The magnitude of the local electric field is assumed to be
proportional to the local concentration c (i.e., |Elocal|= λc,
where λ = 65 kV/cm [13,24]), and the direction is set to
be random [24,25]. The concentration-dependent phase tran-
sition temperature and sequence are determined by the bulk
chemical free energy given below.

The domain structure of the model ferroelectric system
is described by the spatial-dependent distribution of spon-
taneous polarization P = [P1, P2, P3]. The total free energy
of the system consists of the bulk chemical free energy, the
gradient energy, the electrostatic energy, and the elastic en-

ergy [26,27],

F =
∫

V
( fbulk + fgrad + felec + felas)dV , (1)

where V is the volume; fbulk, fgrad, felec, and felas are the
bulk free energy density, the gradient energy density, the
electrostatic energy density and the elastic energy density, re-
spectively, and they are all written as a function of polarization
P. The bulk free energy density, fbulk, is approximated by a
sixth-order Landau polynomial:
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where A1, A11, A111, A12, A112, and A123 are the Landau co-
efficients. The gradient energy density, fgrad, can be written
as

fgrad = 1

2
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(3)

where G11, G12, G44, and G
′
44 represent the gradient coeffi-

cients and Pi, j denotes ∂Pi
∂x j

. For simplicity, here the domain
wall energy is set to be isotropic. Thus, the gradient energy
density fgrad is calculated by

fgrad = 1

2
G11

∑
i=1,2,3; j=1,2,3

P2
i, j . (4)

The electric energy density felec is decomposed into the
following four parts:

felec = fdipole + fdepol + flocal + fappl

= − 1
2 Ei,dipolePi− 1

2 Ei,depolPi−Ei,localPi−Ei,applPi, (5)

where Ei,dipole is the inhomogeneous electric field caused by
dipole-dipole interactions, Ei,depol is the average depolariza-
tion field, Ei,local is the local electric field, and Ei,appl is the
external electric field. The details on the calculation of each
part of the electric energy density are given in the Supplemen-
tal Material [21]. Note that the depolarization energy density
fdepol is different under different electrical boundary condi-
tions such as short-circuit boundary condition [28–31] and
open-circuit boundary condition [32,33]; here the open-circuit
boundary condition is employed. The elastic energy density
felas is described by

felas = 1
2Ci jkl ei jekl = 1

2Ci jkl
(
εi j−ε0

i j

)(
εkl−ε0

kl

)
, (6)

where Ci jkl is the elastic stiffness tensor, and ei j , εi j , and ε0
i j

denote the elastic strain, total strain, and spontaneous strain,
respectively. ε0

i j is calculated by ε0
i j = Qi jkl PkPl , where Qi jkl
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FIG. 1. Evolution of domain structure with temperature at different defect concentrations. The white region represents the paraelectric
phase and the system is paraelectric phase at higher temperature (T > 80◦C).

is the electrostrictive coefficient. The details on the calcula-
tion of elastic energy density are shown in the Supplemental
Material [21].

The evolution of domain microstructure can then be
obtained by solving the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
equation,

∂Pi(r, t )

∂t
= −M

δF

δPi(r, t )
(i= 1, 2, 3), (7)

where M is the kinetic coefficient and t is the time. The
domain wall energy for 90◦ domain walls is assumed to be
0.01 J/m2 [34], which yields a length scale l0 of ∼1.2 nm. The
simulation cell sizes are 512×512 [two-dimensional (2D)],
which corresponds to a system with a size of ∼0.6×0.6 µm.
The timescale �t = P2l0

Mγ
= 5×10−13 s in current simulations,

where M = 3×104 C2 J−1 m s−1 [34], P = 0.45 C m−2 is the
spontaneous polarization, l0 is the length scale, and γ is
the domain wall energy. The periodic boundary condition is
applied along both dimensions. The parameters used in our
phase field simulations are all given in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [21]. The methods for calculating the heat capacity and
the dielectric permittivity are introduced in Ref. [13].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The evolution of ferroelectric domain structure with
temperature decreasing at different c̄ (c̄ = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1,

0.15, 0.3 and 0.5) is shown in Fig. 1. It is illustrated that the
evolution of domain structure can be categorized into three
types with the increase of c̄: type I (c̄ = 0.0, 0.05, type II
(c̄=0.1, 0.15, and type III (c̄=0.3, 0.5. For type I (c̄=0.0
and c̄ = 0.05, upon cooling, the system transforms from

the paraelectric C phase to ferroelectric T phase with
microdomain structures, which indicates that the system un-
dergoes a normal ferroelectric transition [35,36]. For type III
(c̄ = 0.3 and c̄ = 0.5), upon cooling the system transforms
from the paraelectric C phase to ferroelectric R phase with
polar nanodomain structures, which suggests that the system
undergoes a conventional relaxor transition [37]. For type II
(c̄ = 0.1 and c̄ = 0.15), on the other hand, the system first
transforms from the paraelectric C phase at high temper-
ature to ferroelectric T phase with microdomain structures
at low temperature, which is the characteristic of a normal
ferroelectric transition. However, upon further cooling, R
phase nanodomains nucleate and grow inside the T phase
microdomains. Such a sequence of the polar domain struc-
ture evolution (type II), which is distinctively different from
those of the normal ferroelectric transition and conventional
relaxor transition, is a signature of the reentrant relaxor tran-
sition [38].

To further verify the formation of the reentrant relaxor at
c̄ = 0.1 and 0.15, comparisons are made among the physi-
cal properties (temperature dependency of heat capacity and
dielectric permittivity) of three representative compositions
(c̄ = 0.0, c̄ = 0.1, and c̄ = 0.3) undergoing normal ferroelec-
tric transition, reentrant relaxor transition, and conventional
relaxor transition, respectively, which are illustrated in Fig. 2.
As shown in Figs. 2(a1) and 2(a2), the normal ferroelectric
transition occurring at TC (∼160◦C) of c̄ = 0.0 is further
evidenced by the appearance of an obvious peak at TC in the
heat capacity–T curve [39], and the frequency-independent
dielectric-permittivity peak at TC [40]. As seen in Figs. 2(c1)
and 2(c2), the conventional relaxor transition at c̄ = 0.3 is
further confirmed by the absence of an obvious heat capacity
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FIG. 2. Heat capacity–T curves (a1)–(c1) and dielectric permittivity–T spectrum (a2)–(c2) for c̄ = 0.0, c̄ = 0.1, and c̄ = 0.3. The variation
of the volume fraction of R nanodomains with T for c̄ = 0.1 is shown by the red dotted line in (b2).

peak and the frequency-dependent dielectric-permittivity
peaks [37]. On the other hand, the reentrant relaxor transi-
tion at c̄ = 0.1 is characterized by two unique features as
shown in Figs. 2(b1) and 2(b2). Firstly, the heat capacity–T
curve in Fig. 2(b1) exhibits a sharp peak at its TC and then
a diffused hump at lower temperatures [19]. Secondly, the
dielectric permittivity–T curve in Fig. 2(b2) shows frequency-
independent peaks at TC and then frequency-dependent peaks
(Tm) at lower temperatures, which agrees with the experimen-
tal results [7,38]. For the reentrant relaxor, at relatively high
temperatures, the appearance of the heat capacity peak and
the frequency-dependent peaks of dielectric permittivity are
both indicative of a normal ferroelectric transition. On the
other hand, at low temperatures, the diffused hump at the
heat capacity–T curve along with the frequency-dependent
permittivity peaks are associated with the appearance of R
nanodomains (reentering into the glassy nanodomain state)
for the reentrant relaxor. To prove this, Fig. 2(b2) gives the
variation of the volume fraction of R nanodomains with tem-
perature in the c̄ = 0.1 reentrant relaxor. It indicates that the
temperature at which the dielectric permittivity–T curve of
c̄ = 0.1 below TC shows an inflection point (denoted by the
blue arrow) coincides with the temperature at which the R
nanodomains start to appear (denoted by the red arrow).

A phase diagram of the model system can then be con-
structed based on the dielectric permittivity–T curves of all

compositions considered [21], which is shown in Fig. 3(a).
The phase diagram is composed of four regions, a para-
electric region, a ferroelectric region, a reentrant relaxor
region, and a relaxor region. Figure 3(b) plots the phase di-
agram of the PbTiO3−xBa(Ti0.75Sn0.25)O3 system reported
in the experiments [41]. It is seen that the topology of the
calculated phase diagram resembles the experimentally mea-
sured one. In addition, other reentrant relaxor systems such as
the BaTiO3−5Bi−xSn system [38] and some typical reentrant
spin glass systems such as Fe-xAu [3] and Co-xCu [42] exhibit
similar phase diagram topology.

To unravel the mechanism underlying the formation of
the reentrant relaxor, detailed analyses are made. Figure 4(a)
shows the phase diagram plotted by considering a homo-
geneous system with only the bulk chemical free energy
given in Eq. (1). It shows that within the studied temperature
range, c = 0.0 − 0.1 compositions undergo C to T transi-
tion, c = 0.1 − 0.2 compositions undergo C-T-R transition
and c = 0.2 − 0.5 compositions undergo C to R transition.
From comparison with the phase diagram in Fig. 3(a), which
takes into account the local compositional heterogeneity as
well as the elastic, electrostatic, and gradient energy contri-
butions in the system, it is readily seen that the reentrant
relaxor transition mainly occurs at compositions with C-T-R
transitions (i.e., the T/R phase boundary compositions). To
understand why the reentrant relaxor occurs at the T/R phase
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FIG. 3. (a) The calculated phase diagram of the model system. (b) Experimental reentrant relaxor phase diagram of PbTiO3−xBa
(Ti0.75Sn0.25)O3 [41].

boundary compositions, a reentrant relaxor system (c̄ = 0.1)
and a conventional relaxor system (c̄ = 0.3) are compared.
Figures 4(b1) and 4(b2) show the distribution of local com-
positions in the two systems, from which it is seen that
local compositional heterogeneity exhibits in both systems.
Figures 4(c1) and 4(c2) give the domain microstructures
at T = 20◦C and T = −100◦C for c̄ = 0.1, respectively. It
indicates that the system is occupied by T microdomains at
T = 20◦C and R nanodomains start to occupy some loca-
tions of the T microdomains at T = −100◦C. To find out
why the R nanodomains appear at these locations and the
T microdomains remain at other locations, the distributions
of local compositions where the R nanodomains appear and
local compositions where the T microdomains remain at
T = −100◦C are plotted in Fig. 4(d2). It is demonstrated that
on average, the R nanodomains appear at regions with higher
doped ion content and the T microdomains remain at regions
with lower doped ion content. Specifically, the remaining T
phase domains are distributed at regions with lower average
ion concentrations (∼0.09) and the R phase domains are
distributed at regions with higher average ion concentrations
(∼0.12). Figures 4(e4)–4(e6) compare the bulk chemical free
energy of the T and R phases at different compositions at
T = −100◦C, which show that at low concentrations
(c < 0.1185), the T phase has a lower free energy than that
of the R phase while at higher concentrations (c > 0.1185),
the R phase has a lower free energy. Therefore, it is clear that
the R nanodomains nucleate and grow in the T microdomains
because at some local compositions, the R phase is more
stable than the T phase. Figures 4(e1)–4(e3) show the bulk
chemical free energy curves of the T and R phases at different
compositions at T = 20◦C, which indicates that at this tem-
perature, the T phase of all local compositions of the c̄ = 0.1
system has a lower bulk chemical free energy than the R phase
does, which explains why at T = 20◦C no R nanodomains
appear within the T microdomain. In contrast, for the relaxor
system (c̄ = 0.3), although local compositional heterogeneity
exists, the R phase is most stable for all local compositions as

shown in Figs. 4(d3) and 4(d4) and Figs. 4(e7)–4(e12). Thus,
the reentrant relaxor could not occur.

Note that in this study, if the strength of the local field
(i.e., λ) is increased, the T phase relaxor could be induced
at high temperature for c̄ = 0.1 and then the T relaxor to R
relaxor transition upon further cooling as reported in recent
literature [43,44] rather than the T ferroelectric to R relaxor
transition (i.e., reentrant relaxor) would occur.

Therefore, the nanoscale compositional heterogeneity
around the T/R interferroelectric phase boundary in the phase
diagram leads to the formation of the reentrant relaxor.
The formation of R glassy nanodomains within the high-
temperature T microdomains could be ascribed to the lower
bulk chemical free energy of the R phase as compared to
that of the T phase with decreasing temperature at some local
compositions. The main driving force for the formation of the
reentrant relaxor, thus, should be the reduction of the bulk
chemical free energy.

The above mechanism of reentrant relaxor (i.e., nanoscale
compositional heterogeneity combined with the inter-
ferroelectric phase boundary) should be general and
applicable to other reentrant relaxor systems such as
BaTiO3−5Bi−xSn [38] and Pb1–xBaxNb2O6 [45]. In the
Pb1–xBaxNbO6 system, for example, the ferroelectric phase
at the PbNb2O6 end is orthorhombic (O) (Cm2m) and the
ferroelectric phase at the BaNb2O6 end is tetragonal (P4bm).
The reentrant relaxor is reported to appear at x = 0.385 near
the tetragonal-orthorhombic interferroelectric phase bound-
ary, which could be a result of the local compositional
heterogeneity combined with the variation of local phase tran-
sition sequences (C to T, and C to T to O) at different local
compositions. In addition, the mechanism could also operate
in other reentrant ferroic glasses such as reentrant spin glass
(Fe-xAu [3] and Co-xCu [42]) that are frequently observed
in doped ferromagnetic systems, although in reentrant spin
glasses the two competing phases are normally ferromagnetic
(FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) rather than two different
ferroelectric phases.
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FIG. 4. (a) The calculated phase diagram of a homogeneous system considering only the bulk chemical free energy. (b1), (b2) The spatial
distribution of grid points with different defect concentration at c = 0.1 and c̄ = 0.3 in the phase field simulations. (c1)–(c4) The domain
structure for c = 0.1 and c̄ = 0.3, respectively. (d1)–(d4) The local distribution of ferroelectric phase (T phase and R phase) for c̄ = 0.1 and
c̄ = 0.3. (e1)–(e12) The Landau free energy for different local compositions for c̄ = 0.1 and c̄ = 0.3, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have revealed the necessary conditions
for the formation of reentrant relaxors; i.e., phase transition
sequence difference (i.e., C to T and C to T to R) at dif-
ferent local compositions (produced by point defect doping)
around the interferroelectric T/R phase boundary is essential
to the formation of reentrant relaxors. Systematic phase field
simulations of a binary ferroelectric system containing a
tetragonal (T)/rhombohedral (R) phase boundary, in which
local compositional heterogeneity exists, have allowed us to
construct a phase diagram that describes normal ferroelectric
transition, relaxor transition, and reentrant relaxor transition,
which agrees qualitatively with the experimental phase dia-

gram of reentrant relaxor systems and reentrant spin glass
systems. Thus, in addition to the local transition temperature
effect and local field effect associated with random distributed
point defects, which play essential roles in the formation of
conventional relaxors, the local transition sequence effect as-
sociated with local composition variation around an interfer-
roelectric phase boundary is a necessary condition for the for-
mation of reentrant relaxors. We also find that the unique fea-
ture of reentrant relaxors such as the dielectric dispersion be-
low the Curie temperature is correlated with the appearance of
R nanodomains in T microdomains upon cooling. This work
may also shed light on the formation of other reentrant ferroic
glasses and guide the designing of high-performance reentrant
relaxors.
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